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Elburn Cooperative’s Central
Office Relocates to Sycamore
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Central Office Relocation

John Husk, General Manager johnh@elburncoop.com

Management began making plans for a new
location after Old Second Bank notified us that
they would not renew our lease for the office
space in Maple Park. In our discussions we were
concerned primarily with finding a space that
would provide comfort and convenience for
both our customers and visitors.
Why Sycamore?

Sycamore is still a predominately agriculturebased community. It has a great business-type
main street. Also, we bank in Sycamore and have
a very strong client base in the area. The
community is easy to get to by clients, vendors
and employees. The community offers a range of
services including restaurants, meeting facilities,
hotels and good infrastructure. Furthermore, the
company and its customers are moving west as
agriculture disappears on our east side.
Why Did We Choose This Building?

We want to be a main street-type business, and
we want to be involved in the community, both
as a visible presence and as support. Going into
an office complex, strip mall environment would
not be as comfortable for our customers and does
not fit our image as a hometown company.
The building itself was designed and built
in 1968. Originally used as an office for a title
company, it offers plenty of space to expand our
support staff as needed and offers the needed

new technologies of good internet service and
proper IT wiring. Also, the building was
available in our timeframe and is ready to move
into with limited alterations or modifications. In
addition to these other qualities, it has plenty of
off-street parking for employees and customers.
Why Not Build an Office on
One of Our Existing Sites?

Today’s construction environment for commercial building is very expensive and difficult
especially in our eastern trade area within
Kane County.
Moreover, the organizational structure of the
company dictates that the location manager is
empowered and accountable for the performance
of their location. Having the general manager on
any site will detract from the accountability of
any location manager.
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Will It Still Be Elburn Cooperative?

The name “Elburn Cooperative” is a brand
that means strength, integrity and a high level of
service. I see no reason to change our name
because our headquarters are located somewhere
else. What’s more, we continue to do a large
amount of business in the Elburn area.
We look forward to having all of our customers
tour the new facility this spring, and we thank
you for your continued support.

Morris Terminal Stays Busy
Steward Reflects on Fall
News from Newark

Trucking Logistics to Meet Our Customers’ Needs
Mike Etienne, Dispatcher mike.etienne@elburncoop.com

After a successful and bountiful harvest
this fall, we continue to move large
quantities of grain this winter as we look
forward to spring.
Corn and soybeans originating from our
facilities and from on-farm pick-ups
continue to be strong. With the volatile
grain prices we have seen recently, we
Mike Etienne
continually adjust our destinations to
make sure we are delivering your grain to the best market possible.
Constant communication between our customers, merchandisers,
facility managers, truck drivers and logistics ensures our performance
will be the best possible.
Intermodal Containers Provide New Opportunities

My Background

I started with Elburn Cooperative at the Meredith Road facility in
September 2006. Prior to joining Elburn Cooperative, I worked in
several areas of the grain business including a river terminal, an export
terminal, and logistics/execution. I grew up in a rural area of southeastern Illinois working on my grandfather’s farm and was active in Future
Farmers of America. Upon graduating high school, I attended the
University of Illinois, graduating in 1989 with a bachelor’s degree in
Agricultural Economics.
My grain career started in operations at a river terminal in southern
Illinois. From there I moved to operations at a grain export terminal in
the New Orleans area and later transitioned into export documentation
and freight forwarding. After moving back to Illinois, I also gained
experience in contract execution and logistics.

In addition to the normal trucking of grain in hopper trailers, you may
have noticed that we have ventured into the loading and trucking of
intermodal containers. Loading these containers at our Meredith Road
and Steward facilities provides another marketing option and profit
opportunity for your grain.

I took over the truck dispatching at the Meredith Road facility this fall
just in time for harvest. I am continuing to learn the geography of the
area to become familiar with our customer’s operations. My goal is to
make our trucking logistics the most efficient in the area and ensure that
our trucking serves the needs of each customer.

Together our team will continue to strive to meet all of your grain
movement needs.

I am married with two daughters (18 and 16), and a son (4). My family
is in the process of settling in the Sycamore area.

did you

know...

• One bushel of corn can make 33
pounds of sweetener, 32 pounds
of starch or 2.5 gallons of ethanol.

• In 2000/01, 6% of the U.S. corn crop
was used for ethanol. In 2006/2007,
it will be 18%; in 2007/08, the
ethanol usage forecast is 26%.
• In 2006, the U.S. produced 10.5
billion bushels of corn, about 39%
of the world crop.

• About 99% of today’s agriculture
production depends on only 24
different domesticated plant
species. Of those, rice, wheat
and corn account for most of
the world’s caloric intake.

• Corn was domesticated about
10,000 years ago, most likely from a
lost ancestor from the highlands of
central Mexico. The oldest remains
of corn found at archeological
sites in Mexico resemble popcorn
type corn.

Meredith Road Eagerly Awaits A Busy Spring
Cory Davidson, Meredith Road Manager cory.davidson@elburncoop.com

After a busy harvest, we are already
awaiting spring and anticipating
another busy season due to the increase
in corn acres planted.
By preparing for the upcoming season,
we had the difficult task of replacing
recently retired Bill Mack, a 31-year
Elburn Cooperative veteran who
Cory Davidson
worked in our liquid loading facility.
Andy Stover has willingly stepped out of the floater and into Bill’s old
position. Andy brings 30 years experience of custom application and
product knowledge to the job.
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Surging corn prices and a successful field marketing staff have increased
the number of corn acres we will provide products and services for. This
need hastened us to look at all of our application equipment; as a result
you will see 3 new pieces of equipment ready to provide service on your
field with the latest in technology—and of course, our talented and
dedicated employees behind the wheel.
As spring approaches, we encourage you to stop by or call Ron Alms or
myself, to update your map portfolio, to ensure better service in the fast
approaching season.

Elburn Cooperative
Welcomes New Employees
So you want to take the

mystery

out of planting corn after corn?

Elburn Cooperative Company is happy to introduce four
new employees. We are confident that their experience
and dedication to our customers will be a significant
asset to the organization.
Karl Gust has come on board as an Elburn Cooperative

Several producers took part in our interactive seminars on February 6th and 7th.
Elburn Cooperative offers informative sessions designed to help you grow a
better crop—and a better yield.

Why does Elburn Cooperative
Believe in Innovation?
Norm Larson, Sales and Marketing Manager norm.larson@elburncoop.com

First off, just what is innovation anyway?
Innovation involves change.
In economics the change must increase value,
customer value or producer value. Innovations
are intended to make someone better off, and
the succession of many innovations grows the
whole economy.
Norm Larson

The term innovation may refer to both radical
and incremental changes to products, processes or services. The often unspoken
goal of innovation is to solve a problem. In the organizational context, innovation may be linked to performance and growth through improvements in
efficiency, productivity, quality, competitive positioning, market share, etc.
While innovation typically adds value, innovation may also have a negative or
destructive effect as new developments clear away or change old organizational
forms and practices. Organizations that do not innovate effectively may be
destroyed by those that do.
Elburn Cooperative Puts Innovation to Work for You

What innovation can Elburn Cooperative do for your operation? Are there
practices we employ that can make you better off? At Elburn Cooperative we
pride ourselves in a group of sales people who can deliver solutions to solve many
of your business problems.
Innovation is what Elburn Cooperative offers through the services we offer, but
this would mean nothing unless we have the people to ask the right questions,
determine your needs and, finally, identify solutions.

Agronomy Representative. For 15 years he worked as a local
Monsanto sales representative and spent the last ten years as an
account executive overseeing ten states for the industrial chemical industry. “I am dedicated to help you find ways to be successful on your farm and look forward to filling your needs for
many crop cycles in the future,” says Karl. “You can look to me
to provide timely, professional, and credible solutions to you,
the best customers in the world, the current and future customers of Elburn Cooperative.” Karl and his wife Claudette
have two children, Brogan, 16, and Chantel, 12. They live on
the west edge of Elgin.
Matt Heisner is the fertilizer and chemical representative for
Elburn Cooperative in the Steward area. After graduating from
the University of Illinois he accepted a position with the Illinois
Farm Bureau as a manager and in February 2005 was selected
as the manager for the McDonough County Farm Bureau. He
grew up in the Esmond area on a dairy farm and has been
involved in agriculture his entire life. “It is my pleasure to service your needs and help to maximize per acre profits and yield,”
Matt states. “I look forward to getting to know our current customers and helping new customers achieve their maximum
potential with us.”
Tara Post brings seven years of retail experience to Blackberry

Station. Tara says, “I’m very passionate about my job. I’ve
enjoyed getting to know my customers at Blackberry Station,
and I look forward to building relationships with them.” Tara
graduated from Kansas State University in 2004 with a B.S. in
Marketing and a Minor in Business. In her free time she enjoys
shopping, snowboarding and being outdoors. Tara lives in
DeKalb with her husband, Seth.
Bob Wicklund recently joined Elburn Cooperative as Lawn
Care Division Manager. Bob had worked as a landscape supervisor with Wasco nursery. He was also an independent sales
contractor and a sales associate for the wood industry. Bob was
raised on a small farm in Northern Wisconsin and has lived in
Illinois since 1975. “My goal is to develop the Lawn Care
Division into a strong and viable lawn care service that treats
the entire lawn from top to root bottom,”says Bob. “And to
provide our customers with unmatched professionalism, courteous service in a timely manner and real value that comes with
real experience.” Bob and his wife Sandy have two sons in their
twenties and live in Maple Park.
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The Grain Page
Will the Suspense Ever End?
Phil Farrell, Assistant Manager philf@elburncoop.com

The last few months have been

The September USDA estimate of 155 bushels per acre left expected

interesting, to say the least. Local corn

ending stocks for 2006/07 at 1.220 bbu or a stocks to usage ratio of

and bean yields recovered nicely from a

10%. The current ending stocks estimate of 752 million bushels leaves

year ago when yields were reduced by

the U.S. with only 6.3% of usage which is precariously close to the 5%

drought. The $1.50 rally in the price of

level of 1996.

corn from September to January was
also welcome. By now we all know that
Phil Farrell

at some point in September the grain

markets came to a realization that the national corn yield, due to
drought in the western Corn Belt, was not going to be as good as in
2004. This fact plus a 500 increase in corn for ethanol demand will leave
the U.S. with the lowest stocks to use ratio since the 1995/96 crop year.
However, the stocks situation this year does not assume any demand
rationing as was needed in 1996. The market this year will have to
be aware if rationing develops, which could easily send ending stocks
higher than the 752 million bushel estimate.
The national corn yield of 149.1 this year is very near trend yields but
is below what market participants had expected for most of the summer.

Strong Grain
Market Poised
to Continue
Chris Spurlock, Grain Merchandising
chris.spurlock@elburncoop.com

The grain market has drawn comparisons for this situation with
the explosive experience of 1996. However, there are some major
differences. The U.S. Corn crop in 1995 was reduced significantly by
drought as the national yield of 113.5 bushels per acre was down 18%
from the 138 bushels per acre record yield of 1994. The 149 bushel per
acre yield last year is actually up one bushel per acre from 2005 but is
down 10 bushels per acre from the new record of 160 in 2004. The
1996 demand situation was also impacted by a dramatic increase in
Chinese corn imports when they went from an exporter of corn to a
significant importer of corn in one year’s time. The demand situation of
this year seems much more substantial with the increased ethanol
demand apparently starting a dramatic trend where corn demand for
ethanol is now forecast to increase by 1.0 billion bushels per year for the
next several years.

More Corn Acres in Fall 2007
As we begin the new year, the market is poised to remain strong as
ending stocks are looking extremely tight. Basis remains weak nearby
due to large amounts of grain that were moved in December and the first
part of January that filled the pipeline. However, basis should tighten
back up as we move toward spring planting. In the Steward area I would
expect somewhere between a 15-20 percent increase in corn acres next

Chris Spurlock

It seems like it was just the middle of

fall based on current prices.

September and everyone was wondering when harvest was going to
finally begin. Those of us in Steward kept wondering if we were going to

Market Continues to Climb: Where’s the Peak?

have enough corn this year to fill the new bin. As it turned out, by the end

Overall forward contracting for new crop is starting off at a fairly decent

of the third week of October the new bin was filled and we were

pace, as everyone watches the market continue to climb and tries to get

piling corn on the ground.

a feel for where this market will peak. I’m inclined to continue selling
small increments with every rally as we are not certain when this rally

Everyone seemed pleased with the yields that they were getting.

and the funds might decide to call it quits. We are also in the process of

Because of that, and the harvest rally that started in September and is

finalizing our marketing plans for new crop in order to provide our clients

still going strong now, I’d say the general opinion was that better-than-

with various alternatives.

expected yields along with strong cash prices made the long and tiring
fall well worth while.
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This Fall Went Up:
Overall Volumes Increase
After the tremendous fall season we have gone through, let’s all take
a little breather and look at the numbers.
Grain volume received since July, the start of the fiscal year, through
December has been strong. Corn volume is up 70% while soybean
volume is up 48% for the company.
The addition of the Morris River Terminal has certainly helped these
figures and accounts for about 20% of the increase. The Morris Terminal

The biggest factor in the current price rally seems to be the expec-

also significantly increased direct volume via other grain dealers.

tations of what will happen in 2007 from an acreage and yield

Furthermore, Steward readily filled their new 680,000 bushel bin and

standpoint. We need to feel comfortable that enough corn will be

had a quarter million bushels on the ground for a time.

produced to satisfy the continued expansion in corn for ethanol
demand. It seems that it could be rather hard to sustain high prices

F I N A N C I A L

for the next 18 months as the real concern of the market this year

C O R N E R

is how we are going to get through next year, not this year. The
annual March planting intentions report is always a report the market watches to get a first “official” feel as to producers’ plans. There

Dale Dykstra, CPA, Controller dale@elburncoop.com

are of course estimates being bantered about in the market with an
astounding range of opinions. We have seen numbers talked about

Agronomy Grows As Well

by exports of anywhere from 5 to 14 million acres more corn than

The agronomy side of the operations also saw good volume increases

the 78 million planted this past year.

from last year. Dry fertilizer tonnage was up 36 percent from the prior
year and acres applied were up 33 percent. However, Anhydrous

The current grain market has

So,

drawn comparisons with the

tonnage showed a slight decrease of 9 percent although the acres
covered in application showed a 7 percent increase. Lime tonnage was
also down over 40 percent with application acres down 38 percent.

explosive experience of 1996.
Elburn Cooperative Makes Capital Improvements

what is the market looking for? How many more acres do we need
for this year? Without getting to deep into the supply/demand
scenario, assuming all other demand factors as being unchanged, if

The company has spent nearly $1.6 million on capital improvements this
year. This spending includes the completion of the Steward conveyor
system and their new bin. Major additions also include two applicators
and additional strip till rig and three trucks.

we factor in a 1 billion bushel increase in ethanol demand at a
“trend” yield of 153 bushels per acre would leave us needing 6.5

The company’s working capital was maintained at $2.4 million for the

million harvested acres to maintain the status quo. This would

end of fiscal 2006. At the December board meeting, the directors

suggest at the normal 91% of planted acres to be harvested that we

approved the payout of all requested redemptions of shareholders’

need to plan 7.2 million more corn acres than last year or roughly

equities. Therefore, $64,689 in checks were issued in late December.

9%; using my simple math, that seems attainable. So all we have to
do then is produce “trend” yields. Maybe the suspense won’t be over
any time soon.

The patronage refund checks, totaling $95,542, were issued in early
September to the patrons for their business in fiscal year ending
June 30, 2006.
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Sycamore Suggests: Maximize
Nitrogen with Split Application
Dave Kleckner, Sycamore Manager davek@elburncoop.com

Spring Has
Already Sprung At
Blackberry Station
Tara Post, Blackberry Store Manager
tara.post@elburncoop.com

Corn, corn and more corn is what appears to be on a lot of
growers’ minds. On average, local farmers are increasing
their corn acres by as much as 15-20 percent. A few
growers have suggested growing 100 percent corn. It
certainly appears on paper that corn is going to be more
profitable this year than in the past.
With an increase in corn acres comes an increase in
nitrogen needs. Because nitrogen is a dominant input cost,
along with seed, it becomes very important to think about spreading your risk and
maximizing your nitrogen dollars by using multiple forms or applications.
Dave Kleckner

There may be snow on the ground, but it’s spring
inside Blackberry Station!

spring inventory. Grass seed and gardening tools are

Traditionally, nitrogen needs have been met by applying it all in the fall or in the spring,
preplant or preemerge. Today, there are several possibilities for nitrogen applications. A
growing practice for corn on corn is split application.

taking over end caps and bulk sacks of potting soil

Consider the Options

and fertilizer are soon to line the aisles. We are

Split applications of nitrogen can be accomplished many ways. One option is to start
with a half or partial rate of anhydrous ammonia in the fall or spring and applying the
remainder with the herbicide before or after planting.

Ice melt and bags of birdseed are being pushed to
the back of the store to make room for our new

gearing up for an outdoor greenhouse full of potted
flowers and vegetable plants.
We also have several other spring sales and promotions planned, so watch your mailboxes and local

A second option for split applying nitrogen is to put a half or partial rate of nitrogen in the
form of UAN down with the chemicals and follow with a side dress application of UAN
or anhydrous ammonia.

newspapers for more information on our upcoming
events. Blackberry Station is the one stop shop for
all your outdoor needs!

This method has its advantages and disadvantages. The advantage is you are applying
nitrogen closer to the time the plant needs it, thus reducing the risk of losing any to
volatilization and/or leaching. The down side, however, is that the window of application
can be short. If wet weather sets in early, the corn may grow too tall to run the applicator
down the rows.
The least preferred option is dribbling liquid UAN between the rows with a high clearance
sprayer.
These are just a few options for meeting your nitrogen requirements. For more options
please contact anyone on the Elburn Cooperative team to see how we can satisfy your
needs. With spring quickly approaching, please be careful and have a safe planting season.

Morris River Terminal Stays Busy
Elburn Cooperative’s new River Terminal has been running great capacities
since the beginning of December all of us here at Morris want to thank you
for your business.
High river levels, subzero temperatures and snow storms have challenged
our crew, but until this latest river freeze we have managed to keep the grain
flowing. At times we wonder if we have too much water; if the river levels
are any indication, we certainly have gotten our share of rain fall in the area.
Our challenge in the end is our producer’s good fortune to have great soil
moisture to plant this year’s crop; combined with a wonderful price, it looks
to be a good year for our customers. Bring it to the river…..
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Steward Reflects on Successful Fall
Mike Harmon, Steward Manager mikeh@elburncoop.com

The team in Steward would like to take a minute to thank all of the
customers who brought grain to our facility. With your cooperation, we
had an amazing fall in Steward.
With prices near historic highs and very good yields, everyone was in a
good mood but tired by the end. We took in 2.3 million bushels of corn
this fall and 425,000 bushels of beans, filling our elevator and resulting in
another ground pile—even with the new grain bin.
Mike Harmon

Huge Harvest Goes Smoothly

Due to the improvements we made last year, the harvest went very
smoothly. Luckily, with the huge harvest we only had some minor delays, more or less due to a lack of
space. Even with the new grain bin, we had to pile over 250,000 bushels on the ground. Furthermore,
the new equipment we had installed in the elevator worked very well, allowing us to handle the crop
more effectively than we had in the past.

Congratulations

to Lee County
Corn Growers!
2006 yields of 188 were

B E S T I N T H E S TAT E

In addition to our
improvements over the
past few years, we’re
constantly looking for
ways to offer better
service. Possible plans
include a new grain

Planning for an Even Better Future

In addition to all that has been done in the past couple of years, we’ve started making plans for this
coming year to make the elevator run faster and with even fewer problems than we had in 2006. Projects
on the drawing board include a new grain dryer and even more storage space.

dryer and even more
storage space.

“New” is the News from Newark
Rod Aulis, Newark Manager roda@elburncoop.com
New Equipment

New Technology

With the addition of quality people
and the ongoing efforts of all, we have
increased the amount of acres we need
to cover this year. To accommodate the
changes, we have added two application rigs and tendering vehicles to keep
the application equipment productive.

As always, we continue to look at new technology and evaluate the
options. During the 2007 growing season we will be using
a GreenSeeker System that will allow us to measure the crops’ status
and apply nutrients required by the plant. The system has sensors
mounted on the spray boom that determine plant health and vigor by
the amount of red and near infrared light reflected by the plant.

Rod Aulis

We also will add one high volume
floater and one high capacity post machine that will also double as a
pre-emergence applicator with floatation tires and a 120-foot spray
boom. These changes will allow us to continue providing timely,
quality service.
New Team Member

The Newark team would like to welcome Greg Lisota. He joined the
team early this fall and comes to us with years of custom application
experience in this area. He is a 1997 graduate from Illinois State
University with a B.S. in Ag Business and Agronomy. He is also a
Certified Crop Advisor.

The system then converts the information to Normalized Difference
Vegetative Index, which is used to measure plant health and vigor. At
this point we can customize a recommendation and apply additional
nutrients as the machine travels across the field and is mapped. We look
forward to gaining some valuable experience with this equipment and
developing more options to manage your nitrogen investment in the
future.
We wish you safe and successful planting season and thank you for
your continued support.
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Changes in U.S. Corn Demand

E L B U R N C O O P E R AT I V E
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

It seems like everywhere you turn, everyone (including us!) is talking about
the growing corn demand and ethanol production. The charts below show
the changes in U.S. corn demand between 2000/2001 and 2006/2007.

2000/2001

Richard Biddle . . . . . . . . .President
Mark Schramer . . . .Vice President

2006/2007

Exports

Exports

Don Rowlett . . . . . . . . . . .Secretary

Feed/Residual

Ethanol
Feed/Residual

Ethanol

Ed Gorenz . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Treasurer
Food

Tracy Jones . . . . . . . . . . . . .Director

Food

Bob Barkei . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Director
Jim Gord . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Director

Elburn Cooperative is on the
move! As we make plans to
relocate our central office to
Sycamore, please know that our
entire team is dedicated and
focused on providing you the
level of service you’ve grown
accustomed to. Look for more
information this spring on our
anticipated date of arrival...

Beginning late April/early May 2007,
our new address will be:

108 North Main Street
P.O. Box 189
Sycamore, Illinois
PH: 815-899-8964
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